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SEO Course Syllsbus

This Specialization will teach you to optimize website content for having the high-

est search engine ranking possible. Theory of Google search and other search 

engine algorithms will be taught during the course including on-page and off-page 

optimization, optimizing for local and international audiences, conducting 

search-focused website audits, and aligning SEO with overall business strategies.

Students will be given challenging real-world projects and assignments typical for 

the graphic design industry. Students are expected to create quality works and 

students will be given opportunities to redo their work so that it meets the stan-

dards discussed during the course. Classroom activities will also include reading, 

research, projects, and problem-solving. Students will often work in teams, but 

they are expected to complete individual assignments in relation to the team's 

work. Assessment methods will be based on the following assignments: 

What is SEO?

Search engine basics.

Which search results are “organic”?

Why SEO is important?

White hat vs black hat SEO.

Google Webmaster Guidelines.

Know your website/client’s goals.

DAY 1: INTRODUCTION TO SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION

Course Description 



DAY 2: HOW SEARCH ENGINES WORK:
CRAWLING, INDEXING AND RANKING.

DAY 3: HOW SEARCH ENGINES WORK:
CRAWLING, INDEXING AND RANKING.

How do search engines work?

What is search engine crawling?

What is search engine index?

Search engine ranking.

Crawling: Can search engines find your pages?

Robots.txt.

How Googlebot treats robots.txt files.

Defining URL parameters in GSC.

Can crawlers find all your important content?

Can search engines follow your site navigation?

Common navigation mistakes.

Are you utilizing sitemaps?

4xx Codes.

5xx Codes.

Indexing: How do search engines interpret and store your pages?

X-Robots-Tag.

Ranking: How do search engines rank URLs?

The role links play in SEO.

What is RankBrain?

Engagement metrics: correlation, causation or both?



Introduction to Keyword Research.Keyword Research Methodology.

Keywords Analysis Tools.

Uncovering search volume.

Understanding the long tail.

Keywords by competitor, season, region.

Which format best suits the searcher’s intent?

Tools for determining the value of a keyword.

DAY 4: KEYWORD RESEARCH.

DAY 5: ON-SITE OPTIMIZATION.

DAY 5: ON-SITE OPTIMIZATION.

Applying your keyword research.

Low-value tactics to avoid.

Thin content.

Duplicate content.

Keyword stuffing.

Auto-generated content.

What to do instead: 10x it!

Heading Tags (H1, H2, H3)

Internal links.

Link accessibility.

Anchor text.

Alt and Title Text.

Redirection.

Formatting for readability & featured snippets.

Title Tag & Meta Tags Creation.

Meta descriptions.

What makes an effective title tag?

URL structure: Naming and organizing your pages.

URL length.

Keywords in URL.

Static URLs



How websites work.

Setting up a website.

How a website gets from server to browser.

HTML: What a website says.

CSS: How a website looks.

JavaScript: How a website behaves.

Client-side rendering vs server-side rendering.

Google updates / penguin, panda, caffeine / disavow tool.

DAY 7: TECHNICAL SEO.

Introduction to Link Building.

Internal and External Link Building.

E-A-T and links to your site.

Followed vs nofollowed links.

Social Bookmarking

Blog Submission and Creation

Broken or Dead Links (Check and Correction.

Internal and External Link Building.

DAY 8: LINK BUILDING & ESTABLISHING AUTHORITY.


